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Abstract

NATURE CALLS
By Angela White MFA
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2009

Major Director: Gregory Volk
Associate Professor, Sculpture Department

I am wandering wonderingly through the unplanned material atmosphere shaped by
differences in temperature and moisture. The chaotic nature of weather phenomena is the
catalyst for visual exploration of the subterranean catacombs of reality. The work is
metaphor of nature and its creation of form and substance. Observing art and nature: I am
allowing nature to be the instigator of art.
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Dust

QuickTime™ and a
H.264 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

See video
Dust Video, Recording of Live Feed, 2004, Flat International, Richmond, Virginia

Dust is a byproduct of conflict around the world, hindrance, showing beauty in its
simplistic nature, a microcosm of a world created by a volatile and destructive beginning.
Dust is the blood stream of the universe that exists everywhere. It is often seen as a
nuisance, and to some, even a health hazard. Dust travels for thousands of years and is the
1

basis of destructive storms. It permeates every atmosphere. Its importance to weather is
infinite because each particle provides a surface or condensation nuclei, for water vapor to
condense or freeze to form rain, fog, dew and frost.
“Angela White's video of dust is, on one level, completely straightforward. She set up a
video camera in a darkened room, installed a single overhead light, and took a live feed of
drifting, illuminated dust, which was displayed as a large projection on the wall. The
smallest thing in the room, mere dust, which you rarely notice and which is virtually
invisible, became exceptionally pronounced, as well as gorgeous, chaotic, and enthralling.
There was something hilarious about watching this "movie" of dust, but also something
mesmerizing and profoundly evocative. The dust was frenetic, but then graceful and slow;
it formed a spectacular image, but an image in ceaseless flux. White’s work had everything
to do with physics, with how airborne particles are propelled by air currents in a room, but
it also had expansive implications: cosmic meteor showers; a snowstorm lit up by
headlights; one-celled organisms scrutinized through a microscope; an endlessly changing
non-painting made without paint; the million, ever-shifting thoughts in one’s own
brain…”– Gregory Volk

I gave into the dust. There was more of it than me; I was losing the battle. I
borrowed the dust and employed its aerial transient nature. There was no chance of
actually harnessing the dust so as an artist I chose to observe, revere and present the dust.
Illustrating air currents, the dust becomes a hypnotic image of swirling stars. Vertigo sets
in as I gaze into the reflected light.
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City Forest

See video
Measuring Heights Project, 2005, Richmond, Virginia

Measuring Heights is a project in which I moved a 4’x 8’ wall on wheels
around Richmond, Virginia and measured the heights of individuals as we crossed
paths. “Can I measure your height? Can you sign your name next to your line?”
3

These are the questions I asked and was my way out of the studio and into the
nature of the city. Thoreau walked through the forest observing and gathering
details and inspiration for writing; I wanted to bring his walk into my studio
practice.

Atmosphere has always affected my studio practice - I aspired to get out of
the artifice of the studio. I felt over involved in the process of creating. The work I
make is always directly connected to my near environment of smell, sound, light,
color, people, energy, dirt, temperature, texture and touch. I was starting to become
influenced by the features of my concrete floors, the sound of my coffee pot, the
lunch to go bags gathering in the corner and old materials laying around from other
projects. I felt like I was recycling previous projects and myself. I needed
something new and unknown – to discover how to make art and complete it outside
the four walls where I had been working.

I moved my studio practice into the street where I collected heights and
names of the inhabitants of Richmond and began simplifying my process of
making. I became part of the city like the buildings and the people waiting for the
bus. Walking through the city forest, spending my time outside, meeting new
people and seeing parts of the city I had never taken the time to experience.

4

The heights and names started blending and clouding up. I was connecting
people that may never meet, but in a drawing are sharing the same space and
sometimes height and name. A few people said no, but everyone I met was
interested. In the end the wall became a journal of details of individuals living in
the city and my push through the streets.
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Water
A photogram is a shadowlike photograph made by placing objects directly between
a light source and light sensitive paper. The following images are atmospheric documents
of places where I have spent time.

20 Minutes of Rain, Photogram: Gelatin Silver Print, 2007, Fort Bragg, California
6

Water is not only essential to my life but the essence of my soul. Like the human
soul it constantly changes form and adapts to its surroundings. It is important that the
photograms document water in these various forms. These photograms connect my spirit to
the daily water cycle. Nature paints a portrait everyday; condensation, moisture and
temperature are my paint and are ever changing because of scientific principles. The Rain
photogram illuminates the growth and sound of rain like kisses. Rain is a passionate
instrument that affects my spirit and the transpiring day. An excerpt by Henry David
Thoreau from Walden Pond:
“Some of my pleasantest hours were during the long rain storms in the spring or fall,
which confined me to the house for the afternoon as well as the forenoon, soothed by their
ceaseless roar and pelting; when an early twilight ushered in a long evening in which many
thoughts had time to take root and unfold themselves.” (1838)
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By nature, fog grows and changes and disperses. As an artist, I am at the mercy of
the atmosphere. I must rely on my awareness to harvest it the same as Mother Earth. As
Charles Talman wrote, “In such cases the moisture from drifting fog or clouds is caught by
trees and bushes and then shed upon the ground.” (47) I am forced to be in tune with the
weather.

Fog, Photogram: Gelatin Silver Print, 2008, Fort Bragg, California
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Through the absorption of water, light and sound the beans form. They germinate
through the vibrations of water evaporating from the earth, into the air, forming bodies so
pregnant that they can’t help but burst forth. Water rains down back through the soil to
nurture the beans. These beans are like my natural ears into the atmosphere. They are
tangible products of the water cycle, edible offspring of the invisible atmosphere.

Kentucky Wonders, Photogram: Gelatin Silver Print, 2008, Fort Bragg, California
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At Walden Pond, Thoreau wrote, “ I grew in those seasons like corn in the night,
and they were far better than any work of the hands would have been.” (1827) Finding
balance between man and nature is a common goal I share with Thoreau. Taking time to
observe and understand the natural environment’s essential features, I search for an
approach to experience and use the essence of nature in a non-intrusive practice.
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Dew and frost form in the night; while I am sleeping water vapor slowly
accumulates on exposed surfaces and starts building and growing pattern. Curiosity moves
me from bed early in the morning before the dew converts into vapor. As the dew
evaporates, it starts to separate. On the glass pane, it turns into little tiny islands and
disappears, like magic. The evaporation photogram illustrates the vaporization of dew and
the rising of the sun, as I awake.

Dew, Photogram: Gelatin Silver Print, 2008, Fort Bragg, California
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Completely dependent on the surface for its life, frost grows and latches on
resisting the warmth that will eventually melt it away. Dirt and residue effect how ice
nucleates. No frost is exactly the same as the next. When finished with its work, the front
lets go of its grip and evaporates.

Frost, Photogram: Gelatin Silver Print, 2009, Missouri Heights, Colorado
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Evaporation, Photogram: Gelatin Silver Print, 2008, Fort Bragg, California
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Moon

Moon drawing, Gelatin Silver Print, 2008, Fort Bragg, California

I moved my hands holding a camera in the shape of love for a second in the
direction of the moon. The image is a record of my gesture and the chemical pattern of
14

reflected sunlight on film. The drawing of the moon as it set over the Pacific Ocean
documents its gravitational pull on the earth’s ocean tides and me. I harness the moonlight
before it echoes away with the rising sun.

Man’s romance with the moon is eternal. The moon is the only celestial body on

which humans have set foot. Once we began to understand the moon we used its cycle to
define days, months and years. We know its gravitational pull causes the ocean’s tides
creating an indirect effect on weather.
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Hurricane

QuickTime™ and a
H.264 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

See video
Art is Sex, Sex is Art, Mixed Media, 2007, Santa Monica, California

Dead Horse Bay is a short drive from Brooklyn, NY on Barren Island, which was
New York City’s garbage dump from 1852 to the 1930’s. In 1960 Hurricane Donna hit this
area and blew the cover off of the landfill and disgorged the refuse along the shore. Now
Dead Horse Bay is a wondrous landscape of broken ceramic and glass. During the
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transition when the tide was going out or coming in I could hear tinkling in the breaking
waves rolling on the shore; an exquisite instrumental collaboration of man and nature.

QuickTime™ and a
H.264 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

See video
More Than Concrete, Mixed Media, 2008, Santa Monica, California

I would pick up shards of pottery and glass as I walked along the beach. Amassing
a collection of curios, I sought to use them, to bring to life the feeling of Dead Horse Bay.
The sound installations give me the gift of time and space to discover and invent an
anomalous atmosphere and nature similar to this broken beach. The record players
represent the hypnotic and calming rhythm of the ocean. The vintage record players from
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the 1920’s through the 1970’s made the atmosphere I was working in nostalgic like the
beach artifacts themselves.
It is difficult for me to say what this work is: installation, sound, sculpture,
drawing, happening or kinetic. However, it is this way of working that lets me be so many
things in one space at one time. Playing with all these different processes, I seek to bring to
the audience the rhythm of the ocean, the sound of tinkling and the fractured pieces of lives
that were here before me.
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Flood

Antediluvian, Gelatin Silver Print, 2005, Richmond, Virginia

I was riding my bike home from school a few days after Hurricane Gaston flooded
Richmond, Virginia in 2004. I was going slow enough to see a darkroom piling up on the
curb. I drove back and loaded all the salvageable equipment into my car. When I started
going through everything I found a bunch of sleeved photograph negatives stuck together.
When I started pulling them apart I was surprised at what I saw. The flood had documented
its own movement through this family’s home. It told us about itself and its own
destruction. It said, “I was here.” The hurricane made its own image.

The result is collaboration between the flood and me. What was erased and what was left
in the wake of the flood. A beautiful, poetic chemical reaction formed between technology
and nature.

19

Felicia Origlio

Felicia Origlio, Color Print, 2006, Akron, Ohio
20

A few days after my great grandma, Felicia Origlio, passed away, I went to her
home in Akron, Ohio and documented the way she left it; the final placement of her things
and her last movements. When I visited grandma I felt like I was walking into a continuous
sculpture installation. Always astounded by her placement, I could never spend enough
time looking hard enough to feel like I understood and absorbed her work completely.
Home became her nature. A slow creation of landscape grew as her body became
less mobile and she could no longer move or touch at certain distances. Steadily over the
years, things she couldn’t reach and therefore not use transformed into still life sculpture
and flattened out over time into paintings. In comparison to the installations of Sarah Sze
that are made out of a history of art, Felicia’s arrangements and decisions came from a
natural place of necessity and function, like piles of leaves that gather in the Fall.

Sara Sze, Swiftly-Tilting-Planet, 200
21

Felicia Origlio, Color Print, 2006, Akron, Ohio
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Nature Calls
I don’t like to meddle or manipulate with the naturalness of materials. In my work,
I leave behind history, thought, and passion. I like seeing the way things are without my
own interference, good or bad.
Pulling materials right out of the places where I sleep is simple; it connects me to
our natural resources and makes me aware of what is going on with the weather and world.
Some of my work documents or archives these changes in weather. I think of it as
harvesting nature.
My works are acts of love; odes to the objects and persons that have been gifted to
me, that have presented themselves to me and said, “Translate me.”

The work I make allows me to spend my time outside in nature breathing the fresh
air, smelling the smells of the ocean, feeling the breeze, ending my day on the shore to set
with the sun or beginning my day with the moon setting on the sea. It is not that I want to
spend my time making art; it’s more that I want to spend my time understanding nature,
time, place, atmosphere and climate. The work I make gives me space for thinking, like the
rain. The work is slow in its process. I like how it slows me down, gives me space and time
to listen, think, look and understand, when normally I wouldn’t give myself that time and
pleasure.
23

I construct as little as possible and use what is already available to me. I adore what
I use. I want to show it respect. I don’t like wasting things. I like the simplicity, solitude
and quietness of my materials. I want to keep their integrity and honor the material,
because I see each object as a gist. I simply want to transform; to translate what is already
made. A quote from Susan Sontag’s The World as India: The St. Jerome Lecture on
Literary Translation:
“Translation is then first of all making better known what deserves to be better knownbecause it is improving, deepening, exalting; because it is an indispensable legacy from the
past; because it is a contribution to knowledge, sacred or other. In a more secular register,
translation was also thought to bring a benefit to the translator: was a valuable cognitiveand ethnical-workout.” (157)

I feel that my art makes my thoughts more accessible to strangers. I want you to
know where my thinking lies; my passion, while letting the work take you to a place where
you can make your own discoveries.

24
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